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1. Introduction 

The software packages based on the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, 
developed at the US Army Research Laboratory (ARL) since 2001,1,2 have been 
applied to a large variety of radar analysis and performance prediction scenarios. 
Although by this time they have reached a high degree of maturity and versatility, 
continuous efforts are being made to enlarge the spectrum of potential applications 
for this software, with emphasis on scenarios relevant to Army’s current research 
and development programs. 

One version of the ARL-developed FDTD software, called NAFDTD, deals with 
near-field electromagnetic (EM) scattering problems, by which we mean scenarios 
where the radiation sources and receivers are included inside the computational 
domain. A previous report2 describes revision 1.2 of that software. One 
shortcoming of that version is that it consisted of a limited selection of source types, 
approximating the radiation characteristics of very simple antennas. More recent 
developments have attempted to overcome these limitations by allowing the 
implementation of arbitrary antennas inside the simulation domain. 

Since the classic FDTD algorithm computes the samples of the EM field 
components on a rectangular grid, direct modeling of arbitrary, non-conformal 
geometrical shapes that may be part of the antenna design is problematic and can 
lead to significant errors. In particular, the input impedance and, implicitly, the 
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) are extremely sensitive to the geometry of the 
antenna feed region—failure to account for the very fine details of this region can 
lead to gross errors in the evaluation of these critical antenna parameters. Several 
approaches have been tried in order to mitigate this issue within the FDTD 
framework: using finer subgrids in the regions containing critical geometrical 
details; re-casting the FDTD update equations on a grid conformal to a curvilinear 
coordinate system (e.g., cylindrical); and modifying the FDTD algorithm to 
accommodate an unstructured grid.3 All these solutions typically lead to a 
significant increase in the complexity of the FDTD technique, could introduce 
additional problems (such as numerical instability), and may only address particular 
antenna geometries. The NAFDTD software does not implement any of these 
features in the current version and therefore its accuracy for direct antenna analysis 
cannot be guaranteed at this time. 

The indirect approach to antenna implementation described in this report relies on 
computing the antenna’s near-field radiation pattern by an external procedure 
(using either an analytic, a semi-analytic, or a numeric model), saving that pattern 
as equivalent currents on a Huygens surface, and using those currents as the 
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excitation sources in the NAFDTD simulation. A similar procedure can be applied 
to account for an arbitrary receiving antenna, where the FDTD-computed tangential 
field components on a Huygens surface can be used as inputs to an antenna analysis 
model that produces the output voltage or current at its terminals. 

After describing the Huygens surface implementation in the NAFDTD code, we 
perform a validation for some simple problems involving a wideband Vivaldi 
antenna, both as a transmitter and as a receiver. Then we apply this technique to 
several complex radar imaging scenarios, based on the forward-looking radar 
(FLR) geometry. We mention that these FLR simulation scenarios are identical to 
those published previously,4 with the exception that the current work employs more 
realistic transmitting antennas models as compared to former investigations. 

This report is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the Huygens surface 
implementation of the EM radiation sources in the NAFDTD software. Both the 
basic principles and implementation details are described in this section. In  
Section 3, we present a numeric validation of these new code features, using a few 
simple simulations. In Section 4, we apply these ideas to the simulation of a 
complex radar imaging scenario, involving a FLR geometry, several low-signature 
targets, and rough surface clutter. We end with conclusions in Section 5. 

2. Implementation of Equivalent Sources on a Huygens Surface 
in the NAFDTD Software 

2.1 Description of the Huygens Surface Approach to Source and 
Receiver Implementation  

The application of the EM equivalence principle5 in modeling radiation sources and 
receivers within the FDTD method was described in detail in a previous report.2 In 
this report, we limit ourselves to summarizing the main ideas related to this method. 

For our purpose, we apply the equivalence principle as formulated by Love’s 
theorem,5 which states that we can replace all the sources (primary and secondary) 
located inside or outside a closed surface by the tangential field components on that 
surface, without changing the resulting fields in the complementary region of space. 
The tangential field components are typically associated with surface current 
densities J (electric) and M (magnetic) according to the equations HnJ ×=  and 

EnM ×−= , where n is the normal to the equivalent surface. In antenna radiation 
analysis, one can replace the physical structure of the antenna with the equivalent 
current densities created by that antenna on a fictitious closed surface as the new 
radiation sources. Similarly, when considering the antenna in receiving mode, the 
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tangential fields that exist in the vicinity of the antenna can be used as equivalent 
current sources of a wave propagating toward the antenna structure. 

As mentioned in a previous report,2 the equivalence principle is frequently used in 
far-field implementations of the FDTD algorithm (where both sources and receivers 
are removed outside the computational domain), in the implementation of the 
excitation as a plane wave (via the split-field formulation), as well as in the near-
to-far zone transformation.3 Thus, for the excitation implementation, the 
analytically computed incident fields on the equivalent surface (called here the 
“Huygens box”) propagate numerically in the inward direction, while in the near-
to-far zone transformation, the numerically computed scattered fields on the 
Huygens box are propagated analytically in the outward direction to the observation 
point (Fig. 1a). An analog procedure can be applied to the near-field 
implementation of the FDTD algorithm, where both sources and receivers are 
placed inside the computational domain (Fig. 1b). In this case, the fields (currents) 
radiated by the transmitting antenna on the Huygens box are used to excite an 
outward-propagating wave, while the fields (currents) collected by the receiver 
Huygens box create an inward-propagating wave that produces a voltage at the 
antenna terminals. 

 
(a)                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 1 Illustration of the EM equivalence principle application to the FDTD algorithm:  
a) far-field configuration and b) near-field configuration 

The major challenge with implementing this approach in the near-field FDTD 
algorithm is the calculation of the equivalent current densities (or tangential field 
components) along the transmitting antenna Huygens box, and, correspondingly, 
the computation of the antenna terminal voltage based on the fields present on the 
receiving antenna Huygens box. Except for very simple cases, the fields in the 
neighborhood of a radiating antenna cannot be computed exactly via analytical 
methods. The only general solution to this problem is to perform a separate 
numerical simulation of the transmitting/receiving antenna by means of a 
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specialized antenna modeling software. While any computational method of 
antenna analysis (including FDTD-based ones) can be used for this purpose, in this 
study we present numerical examples based on the surface integral equation (SIE) 
solver that comes as part of the FEKO commercial software package.6 

In the NAFDTD program, the excitation is specified by providing a list of 
equivalent current components (both J and M), at the desired locations and 
frequencies of interest, stored in the .currents input file.2 These are computed by 
the external antenna analysis method (in our case, FEKO), starting with the physical 
antenna structure and sampling the radiated fields at discrete points on the 
surrounding Huygens box, corresponding to the field sample locations in the FDTD 
algorithm. Without going into details, we need to mention that particular attention 
must be paid to the relative location of the various field components, which are 
spatially staggered within the FDTD elementary cell.3 

The structure of the input files specifying the radiation sources for the NAFDTD 
software remains largely unchanged as compared to previous versions (more on 
that in the next section). As a reminder, the .currents file contains the list of 
frequency-domain electric and magnetic current components (or electric/magnetic 
“dipoles”) at the locations of interest. Notice that the frequency-domain format of 
the data in the .currents file is a good match to the SIE solver output in the FEKO 
software, which also operates in the frequency domain. The choice of frequency 
samples for these data points is discussed in Section 2.2. 

On the receiver side, the electric and magnetic field components propagating in the 
vicinity of the antenna are sampled on the surrounding Huygens box and saved in 
the .tnear (time-domain data) and .fnear (frequency-domain data) files at frequency 
points specified in the .input file. Importantly, the receiving antenna physical 
structure is not included in the computational domain. These fields are used as 
excitation in the receiving antenna analysis procedure to obtain the desired quantity 
at the antenna terminals (which typically is the open-circuit voltage or the short-
circuit current). Once again, in this report, we employ the SIE solver within the 
FEKO software for the numerical analysis of the receiving antenna.  

2.2 Huygens Surface Implementation Details 

The NAFDTD code implements the excitation waveform as a short, ultra-wideband 
(UWB) impulse; as such, it closely mimics the operation of an impulse UWB radar. 
The design of antennas suitable for this type of radar is a challenging issue, 
requiring both good impedance matching and phase linearity over a wide band of 
frequencies.5 Any departure from these ideal conditions leads to dispersion of the 
excitation pulse, which is an unwanted effect in imaging radar systems, causing 
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loss of resolution and multiple replicas of target images. From a numerical 
standpoint, the pulse dispersion may be unacceptable in an FDTD-based code, 
which typically requires quiet initial and final field conditions throughout the 
computational domain.  

An example of UWB antenna used in several numerical simulations throughout this 
report is the Vivaldi notch element, shown in Fig. 2. This particular Vivaldi antenna 
design, with an operational frequency band from approximately 0.3 to 2.5 GHz, is 
used by the Synchronous Impulse Reconstruction (SIRE) radar system, which is 
described in Section 4 of this report. More details on the antenna itself can be found 
elsewhere.7 As shown in Fig. 3, this antenna exhibits both ripples in the magnitude 
and nonlinearity in the phase of its near-field transfer function (measured as the 
vertical electric field component closest to the radiating end). (As a side note, we 
should mention that an antenna can be dispersive in the near-field, even as it is non-
dispersive in the far-field; however, only the near-field characteristics are relevant 
to the NAFDTD simulation scenarios that involve a Huygens surface approach.) 

         
(a)                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 2 Vivaldi notch antenna used as the receiver element in the SIRE radar system, 
showing the a) physical structure and b) computational mesh for EM modeling 

 
(a)                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 3 Near-field transfer function of the Vivaldi notch antenna computed by FEKO at 
boresight, showing a) magnitude and b) unwrapped phase 
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Our approach to mitigating this issue consists of using the inverse of the previously 
mentioned transfer function A(ω) to compensate for the antenna non-ideal behavior 
before propagating the excitation waveforms in the time domain. The reverse 
operation is performed (in the frequency domain) at the radar receiver in order to 
compute the true target signature that includes the antenna dispersive effects. 
Importantly, the same equalization transfer function must be used for all current 
sample locations on the Huygens box; in practice, we found this procedure quite 
effective, given the high correlation between the transfer functions at all current 
locations, in both magnitude and phase. 

The entire process, illustrated step-by-step in Fig. 4, is performed inside the 
NAFDTD program and is completely transparent to the user. The effect of this 
procedure is that the time-domain waveforms used as excitation at the sample 
points on the Huygens box look very similar to the ideal impulse fed to the antenna 
terminals. It should be noted that this approach is related to waveform pre-distortion 
and channel equalization techniques, which are common in many radio frequency 
(RF) systems, including wireless communications.  

 

Fig. 4 Illustration of the pulse pre-distortion (channel equalization) procedure employed 
by the NAFDTD program in the dispersive antenna radiation analysis 

Another issue that needs to be discussed here is the choice of frequency data points 
for the excitation currents produced by the external antenna analysis procedure. 
Although the FDTD algorithm operates internally with the excitation currents in 
time-domain format, these currents are stored and provided as program input data 
in the frequency domain. The conversion from one domain to the other is typically 
provided by a fast Fourier transform (FFT). The number of frequency data points 
corresponding to a direct FFT of the time-domain currents used by the FDTD time-
marching scheme is very large (equal to the number of time steps required by this 
process)—implementation of this approach would place a very heavy burden on 
both the computer time (proportional to the number of frequencies) and storage (the 
size of the .currents file) required for antenna analysis. Fortunately, as shown in 
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this section, the number of frequency data points for the excitation currents can be 
reduced significantly without loss in the FDTD solution accuracy. Moreover, this 
number is independent of most FDTD program parameters, such as frequency band, 
spatial/temporal sampling rate, and total number of time steps. 

The argument for a limited number of frequencies required to reconstruct the 
excitation impulse is based on 2 observations: 1) the number of non-zero samples 
of this impulse is typically much smaller than the total number of time steps in the 
FDTD simulation, therefore the remaining impulse time samples can be filled in by 
zero-padding in the time domain; and 2) the oversampled time-domain sequence in 
the FDTD algorithm can be reconstructed from a frequency-domain sequence 
sampled at the Nyquist rate and zero-padded (in the frequency domain) before 
taking an inverse FFT. In the actual implementation of the NAFDTD software, the 
current sources are “turned on” (meaning they are added to the FDTD update 
equations) for only a limited time interval, denoted by T, while during the rest of 
the time marching process they are “turned off” (not included in the equations). The 
quantitative analysis presented here applies primarily to the 4th order Rayleigh 
pulse,8 shown in Fig. 5, and used most frequently as excitation in our FDTD 
models; however, similar guidelines apply to any other baseband UWB impulses 
typically employed by FDTD algorithms. 

 

(a)                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 5 The 4th order Rayleigh pulse and its relevant parameters, shown here in the a) time 
domain and b) frequency domain. The red dotted lines represent the time-domain envelope. 

Let τp the approximate impulse time duration, f0 the frequency of its spectral peak, 
and B the bandwidth over which the excitation pulse is computed and stored. For a 
4th order Rayleigh pulse, the following approximate relationship holds: 

 
0

2
fp ≅τ . (1) 
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Now we set ptkT τ=  and 0fkB f= , where kt and kf are safety factors ensuring that 

the pulse amplitude goes to zero at the edges of its support in both time and 
frequency domains. Reasonable choices for these factors are 5=tk  and 4=fk . If 

the bandwidth B is covered by Nf samples at intervals ∆f, then fNB f ∆= . Assuming 

the time-domain version of the pulse is obtained from the frequency-domain data 
by inverse FFT, we have 

 
tpt k

f
kT

f
2

11 0≅==∆
τ . (2) 

From here, we derive that 

 tff kk
f

BN 2≅
∆

= . (3) 

For the numerical values previously suggested for kt and kf, we obtain 40≅fN . 

Clearly, this number is independent of f0, as well as the sampling rate of the FDTD 
algorithm or the total number of time steps. The values of the Nf points on the 
frequency scale are set from 0 to ( ) fN f ∆−1 , at equal intervals ∆f given by Eq. 2. 

So far, the derivation of Nf did not take into account the pulse propagation delay as 
it travels from the antenna’s feed point (where the time and phase origins are 
located) to the farthest point on the Huygens box (where the equivalent currents are 
sampled). Assuming the Huygens box is tightly fit around the antenna structure, 
this delay is 

 
0

2
f

kk
c
L

pppd ≅=≅ ττ , (4) 

where c is the speed of light, L is the antenna’s largest dimension, and kp is an 
additional factor related to τd. From Eq. 4, we derive that 

 
02λ

Lk p ≅ , (5) 

where λ0 is the wavelength at f0. The delay τd increases the period of time T for 
which the current sources must be on; correspondingly, the factor kt must be 
increased by adding kp to it. Notice that this delay becomes significant only for 
physically long antennas, when 1>pk , or, in other words, the antenna is at least 2 
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wavelengths long. For most situations, the choice 5=tk  is adequate to cover the 
pulse propagation delay through the antenna within the time interval T. 

Finally, we describe a few minor changes to the input-output file format for the 
NAFDTD program in the current version (1.4) as compared to version 1.2 described 
in a previous report.2 Thus, in the .sources file, the second line, describing the type 
of current sources, now admits the entries “direct,” “huygens,” or “huygequal” (the 
last option indicates that pulse equalization takes place inside the FDTD code). In 
the same file, the third line entry now represents Nf, or the number of frequencies 
data points stored in the .currents file, replacing the time-domain skip factor from 
version 1.2. All the other entries to the inputs files remain the same as in the old 
version. 

The output of the NAFDTD program consists of the .tnear and .fnear files.2 In the 
previous version, only 1 set of output files was produced by the program at the end 
of the run, regardless of the type of EM problem that was analyzed. In version 1.4, 
modeling a scattering problem produces 2 sets of output files: one contains the total 
fields, while the other the scattered fields obtained in the simulation. For a project 
named projname, the output files are named projname_total.tnear/fnear (for the 
total field) and projname_scat.tnear/fnear (for the scattered field). If a radiation 
problem is modeled instead, only the projname_total.tnear/fnear set of total field 
files is produced. 

In the current version, both the .tnear and .fnear files contain the field data obtained 
directly from the FDTD equations, without attempting to reverse the pre-distortion 
procedure (or multiply by A(ω) in the frequency domain) that might have been 
applied to the excitation sources. However, the .fnear file includes, among other 
data, the complex sequence A(ω) computed at the output frequency points (which 
do not have to coincide with the frequency points of the excitation currents). If no 
pulse pre-distortion is performed during the simulation, then A(ω) is set to 1. The 
exact structure of the .fnear file (which has a binary format) is the following: 

• The sequence of nfout frequencies (in GHz) for the output data. 

• The complex values of A(ω) at each output frequency, stored as real-
part/imaginary-part pairs of real numbers. 

• The frequency-domain field samples, stored within 3 nested loops, with the 
frequency index varying first, the field component type varying next, and 
the grid point index varying last (see the report2 on version 1.2 for further 
explanations). Note that the .fnear file structure changed as compared to 
version 1.2, while the .tnear file structure remained the same. 
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3. Numeric Validation of the Huygens Surface Approach 

3.1 Huygens Surface Implementation of an Infinitesimal Dipole 

The EM source implementation via the Huygens surface approach in the NAFDTD 
code can be validated by comparing the results of a simulation using equivalent 
source excitation with those of a simulation based on direct implementation of 
exactly the same excitation source. The only real challenge to performing such a 
comparison is the calculation of the equivalent currents on the Huygens box 
corresponding to the particular source under consideration. While in most cases the 
equivalent current computation must be carried out numerically, there is 1 simple 
case that admits an analytic (closed-form) solution—the infinitesimal dipole. Thus, 
the electric and magnetic fields produced by an infinitesimal electric dipole with 
electric current moment Il and arbitrary orientation in free-space are given by9 
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where r is the distance vector to the source, r its magnitude, ur its direction unit 
vector, Z0 is the free-space impedance, and k0 the free-space wavenumber. 

The specific simulation setup for this validation case is described in Fig. 6. In the 
direct source implementation, the excitation dipole is placed at the coordinate 
system origin, in vertical orientation and the field probe (receiver) is placed at 
coordinates (0.32, 0.32, 0.32) (all in meters). The FDTD cell size is 1.6 cm. The 
results are presented in frequency domain (magnitude and phase), for a frequency 
range between 50 and 600 MHz. For the Huygens surface excitation, we used a 
cubic box with 0.16 m on each side, centered in the origin—this involved the 
computation of 11 spatial samples of the tangential electric and magnetic field (or 
equivalent surface currents) along the 3 Cartesian directions on each surface of the 
box. The results for the Ex and Ez components are shown in Fig. 7. The match 
between the 2 solutions is excellent (within a fraction of 1 dB). 
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Fig. 6 Diagram illustrating the simulation scenario involving radiation from an 
infinitesimal dipole, used in validating the Huygens surface implementation in the NAFDTD 
program 

 

(a)                                                               (b) 
 

 

(c)                                                              (d) 

Fig. 7 Comparison of the results obtained by the analytic and Huygens box NAFDTD 
implementation of dipole radiation, showing the a) magnitude of Ex component, b) phase of 
Ex component, c) magnitude of Ez component, and d) phase of Ez component 
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3.2 Huygens Surface Implementation of a Vivaldi Antenna as 
Transmitter 

In this section, we consider a more complex case, where the excitation source is the 
wideband Vivaldi notch antenna introduced in Section 2.2. The simulation setup is 
described in Fig. 8. The Huygens box, of dimensions 0.51 by 0.08 by 0.16 m, 
completely surrounds the antenna. The receiving field probe is placed at 
coordinates (3, 0, 0) (in meters) with respect to the antenna feed (which coincides 
with the coordinate system origin). The antenna’s radiated near-field under a delta 
gap excitation voltage of 1 V is computed by FEKO at 40 frequencies equally 
spaced between 50 MHz and 2 GHz. These frequency samples are sufficient to 
reconstruct the time-domain near-field on the Huygens box, when the excitation is 
provided by a 4th order Rayleigh pulse with a spectral peak at 500 MHz. Since the 
antenna is dispersive, the NAFDTD code applies the pulse pre-distortion procedure 
described in Section 2.2. The FDTD cell size is 1 cm. 

 

Fig. 8 Diagram illustrating the simulation scenario involving the radiation from a Vivaldi 
notch antenna, used in validating the Huygens surface implementation in the NAFDTD 
program 

To validate the NAFDTD results for this case, we compare the Ez component at the 
receiver point as computed by the hybrid procedure outlined in the previous 
paragraph with a direct FEKO solution of the entire simulation scenario. The 
comparison is made in the frequency domain (Fig. 9) by plotting both the 
magnitude and phase over a frequency range between 0.2 and 1.6 GHz. The 
agreement between the 2 methods is excellent. The slight degradation in the phase 
accuracy as the frequency increases is caused by numerical dispersion of the FDTD 
algorithm3 and not by the handling of the antenna implementation. 
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(a)                                                     (b) 

Fig. 9 Comparison of the results obtained by direct FEKO and hybrid SIE-FDTD 
simulations of the Vivaldi antenna near-field radiation, showing the a) magnitude of Ez and b) 
phase of Ez 

3.3 Huygens Surface Implementation of a Vivaldi Antenna as 
Receiver 

A separate simulation is performed to validate the Huygens surface approach for 
the receiver antenna implementation. We consider again the same Vivaldi 
wideband antenna, this time as a receiver, while the radiation source is provided by 
a vertical infinitesimal dipole with a current moment of 1 A·m. The setup is 
schematically shown in Fig. 10. The antenna terminals (same as the feed point in 
the previous section) are placed at coordinates (3, 0, 0) with respect to the dipole 
(which is located in the origin). The simulation uses the same FDTD cell size, 
Huygens box size, and frequency range as in Section 3.2. 

 

Fig. 10 Diagram illustrating the simulation scenario involving the radiation from an 
infinitesimal dipole and reception by a Vivaldi notch antenna, used in validating the Huygens 
surface implementation in the NAFDTD program 

The results are presented in Fig. 11 as magnitude and phase of the frequency-
domain, short-circuit current at the antenna terminals. This quantity is computed by 
2 methods: one employs NAFDTD to model the radiation and propagation from the 
dipole to the Huygens box, saves the tangential field components on this box, and 
then uses these as secondary sources in the FEKO computation of the current at the 
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antenna terminals; the other uses FEKO to simulate the entire problem. Again, the 
agreement between the 2 approaches is excellent. 

 

(a)                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 11 Comparison of the results obtained by direct FEKO and hybrid SIE-FDTD 
simulations of reception by a Vivaldi antenna, showing the a) magnitude of Isc and b) phase of 
Isc 

One interesting comment can be made about the graphs in Figs. 9 and 11, which 
are identical (Fig. 9a with 11a, and 9b with 11b), although the linear-scale units for 
magnitude differ between the 2 cases. In fact, the connection between the 2 
simulations represent a perfect illustration of the reciprocity theorem in 
electromagnetics.5,10 To demonstrate this, we start with the following form of the 
theorem: 

 ∫∫∫∫∫∫ = dVdV 2112 JEJE , (8) 

where E1 is the electric field distribution produced by the electric current  
sources J1 and E2 is the electric field distribution produced by the electric  
current sources J2. The integrals are taken over the entire space. Notice that 

( )zyx ,,2,1E  are fields that extend everywhere in space, whereas ( )zyx ,,2,1J  are 

typically localized current distributions associated with EM radiation sources (or 
transmitting antennas). Because of the current density localization, the integration 
domains can be restricted to regions surrounding each antenna involved in the 
transmission-reception scenario. 

In our specific case, the 2 antennas under consideration are the Vivaldi 
(corresponding to the left-hand side of Eq. 8) and the infinitesimal dipole 
(corresponding to the right-hand side of Eq. 8). Let J2 be the current density in the 
region around the infinitesimal dipole (of moment Idl, located at r2 and oriented 
along the z direction) and E1 the fields produced by the Vivaldi antenna in 
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transmitting mode in the scenario described in Section 3.2. Since 
( ) ( )22 rrurJ −= δzd lI , the right-hand side of Eq. 8 can be written as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) lIEdVlIdV dzzd 21212 rrrurEJE1 =−= ∫∫∫∫∫∫ δ . (9) 

For the Vivaldi antenna region (the left-hand side of Eq. 8), we first consider 
excitation by an ideal (infinite impedance) current generator Iin at the antenna 
terminals in transmitting mode, as well as the open-circuit voltage Voc produced by 
the infinitesimal dipole when the antenna works in receiving mode. Assuming a 
delta-gap excitation, the current density across the terminal gap is

( ) ( ) ( )11 rrurJ −∆= δgin xI , where r1 is the location of the gap, ∆x its length and ug the 

unit vector describing its orientation (this can be arbitrary). At the same time, the 

electric field across the gap in receiving mode is ( ) g
oc

x
V

urE
∆

=2 . When computing 

the integral in the left-hand side of Eq. 8, only the terminal gap region needs to be 
taken into account. This is because, although non-zero surface current densities are 
present on the antenna’s metallic parts in transmitting mode, the tangential electric 
fields on the same parts in receiving mode are zero; therefore, the product E2J1 is 
null everywhere except in the terminal gap. Consequently, the left-hand side of  
Eq. 8 can be written as 

              
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) inocgingin IVxIdVxIdV =∆=−∆= ∫∫∫∫∫∫ urErrurEJE 121212 δ

. (10) 

Additionally, we use a well-known result in antenna theory that relates the 
excitation voltage Vin (of an ideal voltage generator of zero impedance) and current 
Iin at the antenna terminals to the open-circuit voltage Voc and short-circuit current 
Isc at the same terminals in receiving mode:10 

 A
sc

oc

in

in Z
I
V

I
V

== , (11) 

where ZA is the antenna’s input impedance. Combining all previous equations yields 
the following result: 

 ( ) lIEIVIV dzscininoc 21 r== . (12) 

Now focusing on the second part of this identity, if we make Vin =1 V and  
Idl = 1 A·m (as in the last 2 section’s simulations), we obtain ( )21 rzsc EI = , which is 
the result we were after (notice again that the units are different in the 2 sides of 
this identity). Alternatively, we could use a current excitation Iin = 1 A for the 
Vivaldi antenna in transmitting mode and measure the open-circuit voltage at its 
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terminals in receiving mode. In that case, we would obtain ( )21 rzoc EV = , with the 
appropriate units on each side. 

4. Simulation of a Complex Radar Imaging Scenario 

4.1 Description of the Forward-Looking Radar Imaging System 

After validating the Huygens surface approach to antenna implementation in the 
NAFDTD software, we apply the method to a complex radar imaging scenario, 
simulating the operation of the SIRE FLR. This system was designed and built at 
ARL as an experimental UWB radar testbed for applications such as terrain 
mapping, in-road threat detection, autonomous navigation, and through the wall 
sensing.11 In this section, we provide a short description of the radar parameters and 
operational principles, as well as the imaging geometry relevant to the scenario 
investigated in this report. 

SIRE is a vehicle-borne radar system, equipped with a 2-m-wide antenna array 
comprising 2 transmitting and 16 receiving elements, mounted on top of the vehicle 
at a height of approximately 2 m. When operating in forward-looking mode, the 
sensing area is in front of the vehicle, which moves forward, as illustrated in  
Fig. 12. The transmit antennas are transversal electromagnetic (TEM) horns, placed 
at the ends of the array, while the receive elements are Vivaldi notch antennas, 
placed in a uniform linear array along the 2-m aperture (notice that this is the same 
antenna element used in the models in the previous sections). The transmitter 
generates short impulses with a 1-ns duration, a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) 
of 1 MHz, and a frequency band from 300 to 2500 MHz. The average transmitted 
power is 5 mW. 
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Fig. 12 Schematic representation of the SIRE radar in forward-looking, terrain-mapping 
mode, showing details of the antenna array mounted on top of the vehicle 

The 2 transmitter antennas are activated in an alternating manner with each pulse, 
while the waves reflected by the scene are simultaneously collected by all Vivaldi 
elements, each of them connected to a separate receiver channel. In this sense, the 
SIRE radar can be characterized as a multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) 
system, with the input channel orthogonality implemented by time-domain 
multiplexing. This MIMO antenna array configuration provides a resolution 
equivalent to a filled monostatic array of transmitter-receiver pairs that spans the 
same aperture width. Notice that the array is located at slightly different ranges at 
the moments when the left and right transmitters are activated, depending on the 
vehicle speed. The receiver channels use an equivalent sampling scheme and pulse 
averaging, resulting in an effective PRF (as presented to the image formation 
algorithm) of about 3 Hz. 

The imaging method is mainly based on the backprojection algorithm.12 However, 
unlike in a classic side-looking synthetic aperture radar (SAR) geometry, where 
each image pixel is based on coherently integrating the contributions from along-
track positions of the radar, in the forward-looking geometry, one integrates the 
contributions from all 16 receiver channels at successive ranges as the platforms 
moves forward. The principle of FLR image formation is described in Fig. 13. Thus, 
an image pixel (assumed to be situated in the ground plane) is computed based on 
all receiver data obtained by the radar platform at ranges between Rmin and Rmax 
(these are typically 8 and 33 m, respectively). The down-range image resolution is 
about 10 cm (dictated by the pulse bandwidth), whereas the cross-range resolution 
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is about 1 m (dictated primarily by the physical antenna array width). The main 
advantage of forward-looking, physical-aperture imaging from a moving platform, 
with a constant average distance from the pixel to the antenna array, over imaging 
from a fixed platform is that, in the first case, the cross-range resolution is the same 
for any along-track range, whereas in the second case, this resolution degrades with 
increasing range. Notice that the image cross-range extent is typically larger than 
the physical aperture width, therefore, the cross-range resolution degrades for 
pixels at the edges of the imaging area (which are squinted with respect to the 
boresight direction) as compared to those in the middle (Fig. 13b). 

 

 (a) (b) 

Fig. 13 Drawing illustrating the imaging procedure for the FLR, showing the a) side view 
and b) top view 

4.2 NAFDTD Simulation of Terrain Mapping by the Forward-
Looking Radar 

In this section, we demonstrate the imaging of a complex scenario based on 
NAFDTD simulated data that closely mimics the operation of the SIRE radar. In 
this report, we use the same scene (terrain and targets) and radar sensing geometry 
as in a previous study.4 The only difference between the 2 models is that here we 
use a full model of the transmitting antenna (implemented via the Huygens surface 
approach), while in the previous study4 we used an approximate equivalent aperture 
current approach. More specifically, in this study, the transmitters are equipped 
with the same Vivaldi antennas as described in the Sections 2 and 3.  

The Huygens surface approach was not attempted in the receiving antenna 
implementation, because the computational complexity made it impractical for this 
type of problem. Thus, the equivalent currents generated by the transmitting 
antenna on the Huygens box need only be computed once, regardless of the antenna 
position in space. However, since the fields on the receiving Huygens box change 
with the antenna position, the receiver antenna model must be run separately for 
each individual element position during the data collection. Since the receiver 
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antenna modeling is a tedious and time-consuming process, we decided to avoid 
this approach. Instead, the receiver data are based on the vertical or horizontal 
electric field component sampled at the locations of the receiving element feed 
points. 

The scene to be mapped includes a rough ground surface and a collection of 11 
targets, buried or placed on-surface, as shown in Fig. 14. The complete list of 
targets is as follows: 1) buried metallic anti-personnel landmine; 2) buried plastic 
(εr = 3.1, σd = 2 mS/m) anti-personnel landmine; 3) on-surface plastic (εr = 3.1,  
σd = 2 mS/m) anti-personnel landmine; 4) buried metallic 155-mm shell; 5) buried 
metallic anti-tank landmine; 6). on-surface metallic anti-tank landmine; 7) buried 
metallic 155-mm shell; 8) buried metallic 155-mm shell; 9) on-surface metallic 
anti-personnel landmine; 10) buried plastic (εr = 3.1, σd = 2 mS/m) anti-tank 
landmine; and 11) on-surface plastic (εr = 3.1, σd = 2 mS/m) anti-tank landmine. 
The ground is assumed to be a homogeneous dielectric medium with εr = 6 and  
σd = 10 mS/m (these parameters are considered independent of frequency). In the 
cases where we study the impact of ground clutter, the rough surface is described 
by a 2-dimensional random process with Gaussian statistics, characterized by its 
rms height (hrms) and correlation length (lc). The surface generation algorithm 
follows a previously described procedure13 (more details can also be found in our 
previous report4).  

 

Fig. 14 The rough terrain scene containing 11 targets, as modeled by the NAFDTD software 

Figure 15 illustrates the sensing and imaging geometry as implemented in the 
computer model. The entire terrain area has an extent of about 40 m by 10 m, with 
the radar platform moving along a 2-m-wide strip of 30-m length. The image area 
(which contains all the targets) is 20 m by 10 m, placed ahead of the driving range 
and compatible with the imaging technique described in the previous section. For 
the simulation, we chose Rmin = 10 m and Rmax = 20 m. The scattering problem is 
solved numerically frame-by-frame as the vehicle moves forward, with the 2 
transmitters firing sequentially and all receivers collecting data simultaneously 
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during each frame. We considered a total of 90 successive antenna array positions 
(or “frames”), spaced at 0.333-m intervals apart in down-range (that gives a 
displacement of 0.666 m between 2 consecutive firings of the same transmitter). 
The frequency band was restricted to 0.3–1.5 GHz, in 3-MHz increments. The 
resulting image resolution is approximately 12.5 cm in down-range and 1.25 m in 
cross-range (see our previous report4 for a more rigorous derivation of the imaging 
system point spread function). 

 

Fig. 15 Illustration of the FLR sensing and imaging areas, as implemented in the NAFDTD 
software 

The radar images were obtained via the time-reversal method (TRM).14,15 This 
algorithm is very similar to the matched filter technique (as applied to SAR 
imaging,16) with the exception that, in the TRM,  the EM wave propagation is more 
rigorously accounted for by the Green’s functions that characterize the 
environment. In our implementation, which follows a previously described 
method,17 the half-space Green’s functions were computed using 2nd order 
asymptotics in order to avoid the time-consuming evaluation of the Sommerfeld 
integral.18 

One important aspect of the radar images presented in this section is that, since the 
transmitting antenna is dispersive, the channel equalization procedure described in 
Section 2.2 was applied to the excitation pulses before running the NAFDTD 
simulations. However, at the receivers, we did not multiply the frequency-domain 
results back with the antenna transfer function (as we did in the example in  
Section 3.2). If we did so, the presence of multiple echoes from each target and 
clutter item would produce a very poor image quality. The procedure applied here 
is in fact a plausible model of a real-life impulse UWB radar system, which operates 
with dispersive antennas, where pulse pre-distortion is a desired feature to insure a 
linear-phase response from the scene under interrogation. 
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Since this simulation involved a very large computational space, it is interesting to 
discuss the computer resources used by this study. The FDTD grid, with a cell size 
of 8 mm, was comprised of 4.7 billion cells. The simulations were run on several 
high performance computing (HPC) platforms at ARL19 and Air Force Research 
Laboratory (AFRL)20 Defense Supercomputing Resource Centers (DSRC), using 
256 cores for each individual radar position and ground/target scenario. The total 
runtime necessary to obtain one of the images shown in this section was 
approximately 400,000 central processing unit (CPU) hours. 

The simulation results for vertical-vertical (V-V) polarization are shown in  
Fig. 16, for 3 scenarios: a) flat ground surface, b) small ground roughness with  
hrms = 8 mm and lc = 14.93 cm, and c) large ground roughness with hrms = 16 mm 
and lc = 14.93 cm. The results are very similar to those previously reported,4 
showing that the approximate antenna models considered in that study provide very 
similar patterns with the Vivaldi antennas employed here. Although the primary 
purpose of this study was to validate the simulation process rather than analyzing 
the radar phenomenology, the images in Fig. 16 suggest that the large, on-surface 
targets can be easily detected even in relatively severe ground clutter; however, the 
small and/or buried targets are very difficult to detect by this sensor, even in benign 
ground clutter conditions. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 16 Images of the 20 m by 10 m scene obtained through computer simulations of the 
FLR, showing a) ground with flat surface; b) ground with randomly rough surface,  
hrms = 8 mm and lc = 14.93 cm; and c) ground with randomly rough surface, hrms = 16 mm and 
lc = 14.93 cm 
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5. Conclusions 

In this report, we described the implementation of the radar antennas in the 
NAFDTD software via an equivalence principle approach. The antenna is analyzed 
by an external procedure (in this work, performed by the SIE solver in FEKO) and 
connected to the FDTD model by a Huygens surface. The report discussed many of 
the details involved in this process. Particularly, we explained how to apply the 
method to UWB radar simulations involving dispersive antennas, using a channel 
equalization procedure. After validating the technique for several simple scenarios, 
we applied it to a complex, large-scale sensing scenario, involving FLR imaging of 
multiple targets in rough surface clutter. The examples in Section 3 proved the 
excellent accuracy of the Huygens box approach to the antenna implementation. 
Furthermore, the FLR simulations presented in Section 4 confirmed the validity of 
our hybrid antenna model. 

Efforts are underway to introduce direct antenna implementation in the NAFDTD 
software, meaning that the entire antenna physical structure would be part of the 
simulation domain, without the need of performing external analysis and applying 
the equivalence principle. In fact, the FDTD method has been successfully 
employed in the past in direct antenna modeling by many investigators.3 However, 
a major issue with this FDTD application is the accuracy of the spatial 
discretization, particularly in critical areas of the antenna, such as the feed. A 
typical approach to these scenarios is to employ very small FDTD discretization 
cells in the critical areas. Since the NAFDTD implementation features constant cell 
size throughout the entire computational domain, modeling very large radar 
scattering problems with these very fine and uniform discretization cells becomes 
impractical. In fact, this was one of the primary reasons for developing the Huygens 
surface approach in the first place. As a synthesis of all these ideas, we could 
envision a future FDTD-FDTD hybrid implementation, where the antenna analysis 
is performed on a fine FDTD grid, the scattering problem is solved by the same 
technique on a coarser grid, while a Huygens surface provides the connection 
between the two. 
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List of Symbols, Abbreviations, and Acronyms 

AFRL US Air Force Research Laboratory 

ARL US Army Research Laboratory 

CPU central processing unit 

DSRC  Defense Supercomputing Resource Center 

EM electromagnetic 

FDTD Finite Difference Time Domain  

FFT fast Fourier transform 

FLR forward-looking radar 

HPC  High Performance Computing  

MIMO multiple-input multiple-output 

PRF pulse repetition frequency 

RF radio frequency 

SAR  synthetic aperture radar 

SIE surface integral equation 

SIRE Synchronous Impulse Reconstruction  

TEM transversal electromagnetic 

TRM time-reversal method 

UWB  ultra-wideband  

VSWR voltage standing wave ratio 

V-V vertical-vertical 
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